Tank dishwashers PG 8166

The new tank dishwasher:
Top-class cleaning results combined
with shortest cycles

Greater purity.
Better sparkle.
More convenience.

Tackles soil fast and forcefully,
gentle on loads

Spotless glassware, perfectly clean crockery and sparkling cutlery –
top-flight hospitality is visible at a glance. But the new tank dishwashers
from Miele Professional inspire not just by virtue of the first-class results
they produce. With their short cycles, their sparing use of resources and
their gentle wash action, these new products are set to become the
top-performing newcomers in hotels, restaurants and cafes.
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Strong and adaptable
Tank dishwashers come into their own
wherever large mountains of crockery need
to be washed in a short space of time.
Their insatiable appetite for hard work is
now about to be taken to the next level
by a new model generation from Miele
Professional. Spray arms ensuring full
surface coverage and the close monitoring
of the condition of the wash liquor
guarantees excellent efficiency, even in
non-stop use. Load-specific programmes,
variable pump pressure and a smooth
gentle-start mechanism adapt programmes
perfectly to the needs of workaday life in a
commercial environment.

Meets all requirements
The new tank dishwasher offer right-sized
capacities for a wide range of applications
and baskets for the thorough cleaning of
all types of loads. Thanks to concise and
easily visible touch display, the machines
are easy to operate without mistakes even
under rush-hour conditions – and the
striking display design is an eyecatcher at
all times.

Miele advantages
worth their weight in gold

Perfect dishwashing results in all situations
The new tank dishwasher from Miele Professional feature specific
programmes for all load types and degrees of soiling. All key
parameters (e.g. cycle duration, temperature and spray pressure)
are carefully set ex works but can nevertheless be reconfigured by
users. This ensures delicate champagne cups are cleaned just as
reliably and gently as plates with dried-on food residue.

Excellent user convenience
To speed up and simplify everyday operation, the touch display
only shows relevant information and symbols during a running
programme. And it offers the ultimate in user convenience: The
most frequently used programmes can be launched fast and
simply, while the colour-change indicator provides up-to-theminute information on programme progress and machine status.

Wide range of dispensing options
Whatever the situation on site: The new tank dishwashers are
geared to the best possible dispensing method. The range with
its various models comprises versions with integrated dispenser
pumps and siphons for external canisters to models with integrated
tanks and dispenser pumps – ideal for kitchens without the space
for storing canisters.

Highly economical
The PG 8166 combines high throughput capacity with superb
efficiency. Even in the standard programmes, water, electricity and
detergent is used extremely sparingly; consumption is reduced
to a bare minimum in the Eco cycle. The high-quality design also
means they require less maintenance and last longer, making them
the products of choice for discerning clients with a view to their
economic credentials.
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Strong, reliable, efficient:
The PG 8166 tank dishwasher
from Miele Professional
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Commercial tank dishwashers

PG 8166

Max. theoretical capacity [baskets/h]

66

Shortest programme cycle [seconds]

55

Max. water circulation capacity: [l/min]

200

Standard and additional programmes

3+4

Integrated tanks for detergent and rinse aid (DOS)

Optional

Integrated water softening (WES)

Optional

Exterior dimensions H/W/D [mm] incl. height-adjustable feet, without detergent tanks

820–855/600/617

Basket dimensions [mm]

500 x 500/500 x 530

Water connection

CW or HW, max. 60°C

Total rated load (3-phase/1-phase) [kW]

7.9/3.2

PG 8166
•  Versatile, multi-purpose tank dishwasher
Plus
•  Shortest cycle: 55 seconds
•  Max. theoretical capacity:
1188 plates/h
•  Internal dispenser pumps and siphons
for dispensing detergent and rinse aid stored
externally
•  Optional: BASIC version
without dispensing equipment
•  Load-specific programmes
•  Freestanding unit with lid, can be built under
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Accessories from Miele Professional –
for optimum system performance

Miele Professional stands for high-quality dishwashers with innovative
process technology. But Miele's proverbial quality is also reflected in a
comprehensive range of accessories guaranteeing even simpler, even
faster and even more efficient dishwashing.

Baskets and inserts
Accessories from Miele Professional comprise a wide range of
baskets and inserts which perfectly accommodate all types of
loads for optimum cleaning.
•  Baskets and basket sets for glassware
•  Baskets and holders for cutlery
•  Baskets for plates and cups
•  Bistro and multi-purpose baskets
•  Baskets and carriers for trays

Further accessories
•  Open/box plinths in various heights
•  Drip trays
•  Steam protection sets
•  CN rear panel
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Miele Australia Pty Ltd
1 Gilbert Park Drive
Knoxfield VIC 3180
Australia
Tel: 1300 731 411
Miele New Zealand Limited
8 College Hill, Freemans Bay
Auckland 1060
New Zealand
Tel: 0800 464 353
info@miele-professional.com.au
www.miele-professional.com.au

Forever Better
Since 1899, Miele - a family run company
- has subscribed to a clear corporate
philosophy condensed into the two
words 'Forever better'. This far-reaching
claim is the bedrock of Miele's proverbial
quality and sustainability and the power of
innovation of a brand 'Made in Germany'.
A brand promise which gives commercial
users the certainty of having chosen the
right product.

Award-winning
Uncompromising product reliability and
service dependability is the reason why
customers have repeatedly voted Miele the
best and most trustworthy brand. Coveted
awards such as the MX Award, the iF and
reddot Design Awards and the German
Sustainability Prize confirm the outstanding
position Miele commands with respect
to design, quality management and the
conservation of valuable resources.

An active contribution towards protecting the environment:
This brochure is printed on paper bleached without the use of chlorine

Proficient
Miele Professional has been developing
and manufacturing a broad range of highquality laundry machines, dishwashers,
washer-disinfectors and sterilisers for
decades. Carefully selected accessories,
comprehensive advisory services and
a fast-acting Miele service department
ensures that machines perform to
satisfaction and offer the ultimate in
performance and efficiency.
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